LOW EMISSION VEHICLE FORM

This form may be used to submit your primary vehicle for the waiver inventive program for LEED qualified vehicles. Qualified vehicles are determined by a list provided by the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy.

APPLICANT

Last Name ____________________________ I am: 
First Name ____________________________ Staff
Middle Initial ______ Faculty
UID Number ____________________________ Graduate student
Phone ________________________________ Undergraduate student
Email ________________________________ Postdoctoral scholar
Mail Code ____________________________ Affiliate

VEHICLE INFORMATION

Make ____________________________ Transmission: 
Model ____________________________ Manual
Year ____________________________ Automatic
Color ____________________________ Autostick (semi-auto)
License ____________________________ CVT: Yes No Unknown (Please circle one)
License State ____________ 4wd: Yes No (Please circle one)
VIN ____________ (17 characters)

(Vehicle Identification Number is located at the base of the windshield on the driver's side of the vehicle)

Please note: It is necessary to collect the VIN number in order to verify the engine specifications of the vehicle. Engine specifications are part of the criteria used in determining qualified vehicles. Forms submitted without a VIN will not qualify for the waiver incentive.

☐ Yes, the vehicle listed above is the primary vehicle that I drive to campus.

Applicant Signature ____________________________ Date: ____________

Please mail completed form to the Parking Office at M/C 200-63
Parking Office / (626) 395-8877 / Mail Code 200-63 / Parking@caltech.edu / http://www.parking.caltech.edu/